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In accordance with Telecom Decision CRTC 85-19, customer-provided private intra-exchange systems and public non-voice intraexchange systems may be connected to Company-provided equipment and facilities.

The connection of customer-provided public voice intraexchange systems to Company-provided equipment and facilities is not permitted, except as otherwise specified in the tariffs of the Company.

The terms "intraexchange system", "private intraexchange system", "public intra-exchange system" and "voice service" have the meaning set forth in the Definitions.

To be eligible for connection to the Company's network, the intraexchange system equipment that interfaces with the Company's facilities and equipment must meet the requirements and conditions of Item 200 where applicable.

Where the requirements and conditions of Item 200 do not apply to a particular intraexchange system or portion thereof, the Company will negotiate a technical agreement with the customer, subject to the customer's interface requirements and the availability of suitable equipment and facilities from the Company.